In Prep /1 we are learning to.......
The 20th Keilor Gift was run and won on Saturday February 14th.

As part of this tradition, 45 year four and five students were lucky to be chosen to join Keilor Primary school students the day before the Gift for a sports clinic.
It was an action packed morning and involved clinics in sprinting, cricket and basketball. The session concluded with a wood chopping demonstration from a bare-footed champion!

As always it was a well organized and successful event. Thanks to Anton (the organizer) parent walkers and of course the sports stars who gave generously of their time and expertise.

News Weekly with 4/5M

This just in... Breaking news that students from 4/5M have started a news blog. Budding reporters and journalists alike have decided to collaborate together to report the BIG news stories in 4/5M.

Please go to our News Weekly blog to be updated with the latest stories. We love reviews so please post a reply.

“Reads beautifully” The Age

“Wonderfully interesting, can’t believe the amount of learning!” The Herald Sun
Staff Learning

Learning is a life long process and St Augustine’s staff are committed to increasing their knowledge, developing their skills and extending their expertise. Last week they engaged in a day of learning that will lead to a more systematic approach to behaviour management and on the following day, learning that will facilitate more targeted and strategic Mathematics teaching across Prep to Year 6.

Both learning days were very valuable and a great opportunity to participate in quality and collaborative discussion and activities.